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VERA FOR MAIL DESIGNED FOR ENTERPRISE EMAIL SECURITY
According to industry surveys, more than a third of security teams don’t trust
the strength of their organization’s security. That’s unsurprising when 63% of
employees share sensitive data over emails but only roughly 35% of security
professionals feel equipped to defend against email based attacks.*
We understand. Many legacy encryption tools have made it complicated to
secure email communications.
You no longer have to trade usability for security. Vera for Mail is designed
to eliminate the friction of secured communication by combining strong,
dynamic protection for messages with the simplicity and flexibility of the
Vera platform. Email is any organization’s hub for private communications.
From the big mission-critical IP to one-on-one strategic brainstorming,
Vera for Mail helps to make sure it stays private.

PERSISTENT, DYNAMIC EMAIL SECURITY
Focused on access to, rather than possession of, information,
Vera for Mail applies data-centric security designed to protect
your sensitive data within your network, in transit to a third-party,
and in the hands of external collaborators. With dynamic access
controls, Vera for Mail allows you to change permissions to your
information instantly. Vera for Mail isn’t limited to an endpoint or
network. Now you can confidently communicate, share, and work
knowing that Vera is there to help protect your information.

* Cybersecurity Trends - Spotlight Review, 2017

SIMPLE AND SCALABLE FOR THE ENTERPRISE
Vera for Mail is designed for the complex enterprise business.
Without complicated key exchanges or clunky proprietary plug-ins,
Vera for Mail’s zero-friction user experience optimizes employee
adoption to allow enterprises the ability to implement secured email
at scale. On top of its usability, Vera for Mail’s persistent access
controls provide security teams the ability to audit how information
is shared within and beyond your corporate perimeter. Now, you can
realize enhanced enterprise data security with Vera.

KEEP COMMUNICATIONS PRIVATE
In an increasingly digitally connected world, mobile and shareable
business information is critical to your business’s success.
As a result, email is no longer just a channel of communication,
it’s a treasure trove of information and the foundation of your
organization’s collaboration and productivity. Loss of information
from email isn’t just a data breach, it can be an attack on your
brand and reputation. That’s why Vera for Mail has been designed
to protect it all: your messages, attachments, and files.

INDUSTRY PROVEN TECHNOLOGY
Built on the same data centric security platform as Vera for Files,
Vera for Mail applies the strong yet simple Vera approach: control
access to critical information without sacrificing convenience or
productivity. Now, with Vera for Mail, security teams can utilize
a platform that combines strong encryption and real-time policy
control designed to secure email, attachments, and files.
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